
Black Suspension
Solutions

For HVAC, M&E, Lighting, Signage & Acoustic Panels

- Aesthetically pleasing   

- Easy and efficient installation

- Complete off-site solutions
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Each kit is supplied complete with a black hanger, black 
wire rope and a choice of black end fixings.

For further information please call 0114 2752255 or email sales@gripple.com

Products shown only for internal use. Images shown for illustrative purposes only.
Please refer to product installation instructions for full information.

Gripple’s ready-to-use suspension kits now come with the option of a black finish to further 
enhance the aesthetic appeal of the range.

The slim and unobtrusive aesthetics of Gripple’s wire suspension system have always proved 
perfectly suited to the design of many modern buildings, either where building services in the roof 
space are left exposed and visible, or for specific applications such as the suspension of lighting.

The new black line of products aims to build on this success and will be ideal for use in a wide 
variety of environments where aesthetics are paramount including theatres, exhibition and concert 
halls and retail spaces.

To achieve the desired black finish hangers and wires are chemically blackened via a process of 
dipping the product through a variety of inert non hazardous chemicals.
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